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OUTLINE
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Amand Faesler, V. Rodin, Th. Gutsche, 
P. Vogel (Caltech),  S. Kovalenko (Valparaiso U.),
M. Krivoruchenko, S. Barabash (ITEP Moscow),
E. Moya de Guerra, P. Sarrigurren, O. Moreno (Madrid U.),
J.D. Vergados (U. Ioannina), R. Dvornický, R. Hodák (Comenius U.), 
J. Engel (North Caroline U.),  S. Petcov (SISSA Trieste), 
A. Smirnov (ICTP Trieste),  A. Dolgov (Bologna U.)…

• Introduction
• Neutrino mass and single -decay
• Effective Majorana neutrino mass

in vacuum and nuclear matter
• 0-decay mechanisms
• distinguishing 0-decay mechanisms
• ECEC-decay
• Partly bosonic neutrino
• Conclusion
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properties

The observation of neutrino oscillations has opened a new excited era in 
neutrino physics and represents a big

step forward in our knowledge of neutrino properties

After 59 years
we know

• 3 families of light
(V-A) neutrinos:
e, , 

•  are massive: 
we know mass
squared differences

• relation between
flavor states
and mass states
(neutrino mixing)

No answer yet

• Are Dirac or
Majorana?

•Is there a CP violation
in  sector? 

• Are neutrinos stable?
• What is the magnetic

moment of ? 
• Sterile neutrinos?
• Statistical properties
of ? Fermionic or
partly bosonic?

Currently main issue

Nature, Mass hierarchy, CP-properties, sterile 
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Why is neutrino mass so small?
Need right-handed neutrinos

to generate neutrino mass
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Lepton Universality

Lepton Family 
Number Violation

Total Lepton
Number Violation

NEW PHYSICS
massive neutrinos,  SUSY...

Standard Model



• 3 neutrino mixing angles are measured and non-zero
• Large 13 opens door for  searching of  CP-violation

in lepton sector
• Large 13 gives good chances for measurement of

mass hierarchy (MH) and CP violation in neutrino
oscillations using present neutrino beams and detectors  

• Time to start   MH and  measurements

7The size of 13  Future Program of neutrino physics 

The observed small neutrino masses have profound
implications for our understanding of the Universe

and are now a major focus in astro, particle and nuclear
physics and in cosmology.
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An indication of CP violation
in neutrino sector
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See-Saw mechanismAssumption MR » mD

large

large

small

small

Left-right symmetric
models SO(10)

N mij
2 ij CP     

--------------------------------------------

2     1 1  0+1
3     2 3 1+2
6 5 15 10+9

As N increases, the formalism
gets rapidly more complicated!

Probability of
Neutrino Oscillations

+



See-saws

A natural theoretical way to understand why 3 -masses are very small.

Type-II Seesaw: a few right-handed Majorana neutrinos and one Higgs 
triplet are both added into the SM. 

Type-I Seesaw Type-II Seesaw

Type-I Seesaw: a right-handed Majorana neutrinos is added into the 
SM. 



Why TeV Seesaws?

Planck  

Fermi 

Is the seesaw scale very close to a fundamental physics scale? 
How heavy are the heavy Majorana

neutrinos or the Higgs triplet? 

Conventional (Type-one) Seesaw Picture: close to the GUT scale 

TeV Seesaw Idea: driven by testability at LHC

GUT  to unify strong, weak & electromagnetic forces?

TeV
to solve the unnatural gauge hierarchy problem?

1019

GeV

1016

GeV

103

GeV

kev

GeV/5

10-6

GeV
Hot dark mattter
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Neutrinos mass spectrum
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Measuring mass of neutrinos 
with 

-decays of 3H, 187Re, 115In
and

electron capture of  163Ho



Tritium beta decay: 3H → 3He + e- + e

Q=MH - MHe – me 
= 1858 keV Troitsk

Mainz

1934 – Fermi pointed out that shape of electron spectrum
in decay near the endpoint is sensitive to neutrino mass

First measured by Hanna and Pontecorvo with estimation
m ~ 1 keV [Phys. Rev. 75, 983 (1940)] 

-
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Karlsruhe TRItium Neutrino
experiment  (KATRIN)

No neutrino mass signal 
KATRIN sensitivity

m = 0.35 eV (5) 
m = 0.30 eV (3)

Evidence for neutrino mass signal 
KATRIN discovery potential:
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Relativistic approach to 3H decay
nuclear recoil (3.4 eV) taken into account

  2222max

2
1

mMmM
M

E fei
f

e 

mMME fie max

F.Š., R. Dvornický, A. Faessler,
PRC 77 (2008) 055502

Standard approach
• non-relativistic nuclear w.f.
• nuclear recoil neglected
• phase space analysis

Relativistic EPT approach (Primakoff)
• Analogy with n-decay

(3H,3He)  ↔  (n,p)
• nuclear recoil of 3.4 eV by Ee

max

• relevant only phase space

Numerics: 
Practically the same dependence

of Kurie function on m for Ee≈ Ee
max



Bolometer experiments for 187Re

187Re as ß-emitter: natural isotope content = 62.8%

5/2+ → 1/2- ´unique´ 1st forbidden 
transition (shape factor), BEFS 

 Rhenium experiments (MANU, MIBETA, MARE)
187Re: unique 1st

E0 2.47 keV
t1/2 4.35 1010 y

dielectric AgReO4 crystal
MIBETA:
10 crystals

epoxy
glue

source =
detector

Al-bonding wires

heat ath 

 previous 187Re-experiments MANU, MIBETA
MANU:   metallic Rhenium                 group in Genova
MIBETA: dielectric AgReO4 crystals group in Milano

measure entire 
ß-decay energy

Re-187

Os
ß
i, 

The entire energy
is measured in the
detector, except the
neutrino, including
the molecular &
atomic excitations
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Spectrum of emitted electrons in rhenium -decay
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In agreement with 
Arnaboldi et al.: PRL 96, 042503 (2006)

Electron p3/2 decay 
channel clearly dominates

Dvornický, F. Š., Muto, Faessler, PPNP (2009)



Kurie plots for tritium, rhenium and indium
single -decay

K(E)/BRe ,K(E)/BIn  K(y)/BT

Normalized
Kurie functions
become identical
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ECHO exp.: Measuring electron-capture in 163Ho

Not much progress in theory for 
a long period

From  phase space

2 keV/M= 2keV/13 eV≈ 100



The same endpoint by capture  of any 
atomic electron determined by the Q-value

Capture of K-electron also possible and 
realized through intermediate virtual 

state possible, but suppressed

Neutrino in s1/2-wave



Great progress in measurement
of X/ spectra

(many important details for theory)

Progress in theoretical description needed

Ratio of peaks, widths, 
fine structurePresently most precise 163Ho spectrum



Atoms in mettallic compounds
X-ray spectrum 

Auger electron emission

163Ho →163Dy*



163Ho67 electron shell

core levels
filled shell

1K2
2L8

4N32

3M18

5O50

6P72

s      p d                 f                        g                                h              

valence shell



163Ho67 electron shell

core levels
filled shell

1K2
2L8

4N32

3M18

5O50

6P72

s      p d                 f                        g                                h              

valence shell



163Dy66 electron shell

core levels
filled shell

1K2
2L8

4N32

3M18

5O50

6P72

s      p d                 f                        g                                h              

valence shell



X-rays spectrum

In the process of de-excitation, X-ray photons are 
emitted with energies clustered around

X-ray 'E E  

4N32

3M18

5O50





In transitions of such type, 
dipole transitions are dominant 

Total energy distribution?
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A. Faessler, Ch. Enss, L. Gastaldo, F.Š., PRC 91, 064302 (2015)  (two and 3 holes)
R.G.H. Robertson, PRC 91, 035504 (2015)  (two-holes)
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Neutrinoless
Double-Beta

Decay
(A,Z)  (A,Z+2) + e- + e-
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What is the nature of neutrinos?

Only the 0νββ-decay can answer this fundamental question


GUT’s

Analogy with 
kaons: K0 and K0

Analogy with 
0

The answer to the question whether neutrinos are their own antiparticles
is of central importance, not only to our understanding of neutrinos, but

also to our understanding of the origin of mass. 

Could we have both?
(light Dirac and heavy Majorana)

Actually, when NMEs will be needed to analyze data?



1937 Beginning of Majorana neutrino physics

Symmetric Theory of Electron and Positron
Nuovo Cim. 14 (1937) 171

Here is the beginning of Nonstandard Neutrino Properties

Ettore Majorana discoveres the possiility of existence of truly neutral fermions

Charged fermion (electron) + electromagnetic field

Neutral fermion (neutrino) + electromagnetic field

forbidden

allowed

Majorana condition
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Light -exchange decay mechanism

Majorana condition

Majorana particle
propagator

Weak -decay
Hamiltonian

Neutrino mixing

S.M. Bilenky, S. Petcov, Rev. Mod. Phys. 59, 671 (1987)
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S-matrix term

Contraction of -fields

Effective mass of 
Majorana neutrinos
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0-decay matrix element

Use of completness 1=n|n><n|

After integration
over time variables
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Approximations and simplifications

1) Non-relativistic impulse approx.
for nuclear current

2) Long-wave approximation for 
lepton wave functions

3) Closure approximation 

Hadron part is
symmetric

contribute

-decay matrix element
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Nuclear matrix elements

Neutrino exchange potential

Differential -decay rate 

Full -decay rate 
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An accurate knowledge of the nuclear matrix elements, which is not available

at present, is however a pre-requisite for exploring neutrino properties. 

Absolute 
mass scale

Normal or inverted
hierarchy of  masses CP-violating phases

The answer to the question whether neutrinos are their own antiparticles
is of central importance, not only to our understanding of neutrinos, but

also to our understanding of the origin of mass. 
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Measured
quantity

Normal
hierarchy

Inverted
hierarchy

Majorana phases

Effective mass of Majorana neutrinos
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Issue: Lightest neutrino mass m0

GUT’s

Complementarity 
of -decay,
-decay and 
cosmology

Cosmology (Planck)

-decay (Mainz,
Troitsk)

KATRIN: (0.2 eV)2
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0%, 15%, 25%

Averaged over second phase
and m0 ≤ 10 meV
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(3+1) mixing (3+2) mixing 

6 angles
3+3 =6 phases

10 angles
6+4 =10 phases

4 masses
3 angles
3 phases

5 masses
4 angles
4 phases
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If (or when) the  decay  is observed two theoretical problems
must be resolved

How to relate the observed
decay rate to the fundamental
parameters, i.e.,  what is the
value of the corresponding
nuclear matrix elements.

What is the mechanism of
the decay, i.e., what kind
of virtual particle is
exchanged between the
affected  nucleons (quarks).

S.R. Elliott, P. Vogel,
Ann.Rev.Nucl.Part.Sci. 52, 115 (2002)

During the last decade the complexity and costs
of -decay experiments increased dramatically
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QRPA uncertainties and their correlations in the analysis
of 0 decay

A. Faessler,  G.L. Fogli,  E. Lisi, V. Rodin, A. M. Rotunno,F.Š.,  
PRD 87, 053002 (2013)

gA=1.0,1.25

src: Argonne
CD-Bonn

s.ms.: small
int.

large

s.ms.: small
int.

large

src: Argonne
CD-Bonn

gA=1.0,1.25

QRPA RQRPA

For each nucleus 2x2x2x3=24 NMEs

Effects of isospin restoration not included yet.
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One standard deviation ellipses 
in the matrix element error

Calculations:
varying method 
(QRPA, RQRPA),
the value gA

eff

(1.0 and 1.25), 
the treatment of  src
(Jastr. and UCOM),
the size of model
space (3 choices)

Could multiple  measurements be helpful  to extract m

Problem: 
Uncertainties
in NME from 
different
nuclei are highly 
Correlated.

Faessler, Fogli, Lisi, Rodin, Rotunno,
PRD 79, 053001 (2009)
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Range of half-lives preferred at 90% C.L. by the 0 claim of evidence compared
with the 90% exclusion limits placed by other experiments.

The comparison involves the NME and their errors as well as their correlations
favoreddisfavored

3.4 10 25 yr
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Theoretical and
expperimental

constraints
in the plane
charted  by 

the 0
half-lives 

of  76Ge and 136Xe. 

Horizontal band:range prefered by claim. Slanted band: constraint place by our QRPA estimates.
The combination provides the shaded ellipse, whose projection on the abscissa gives the range
preferred at 90% C.L. for the 136Xe half-life.

A.Faessler,  G.L. Fogli,
E. Lisi, V. Rodin, 

M. Rotunno, F.Š.,
PRD 87, 053002 (2013)

The comparison involves the NME and their errors as well as their correlations
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Allowed regions (ellipses) as
derived from Klapdor’s claim 
in the plane charted by the 
half-lives of 136Xe and each of 
six nuclei

A large fraction of each ellipse
Is excluded by the combined 

EXO & KL-Zen results. 
(All bounds are at 90% C.L.

on one variable)
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Range of m allowed by the 0 claim of evidence compared
with the limits placed by other experiments (All at 90% C.L.).

A.Faessler,  G.L. Fogli, E. Lisi, V. Rodin, M. Rotunno, F.Š., PRD 87, 053002 (2013)
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Nuclear medium effect on the light neutrino mass exchange 
mechanism of the  decay

S.G. Kovalenko, M.I. Krivoruchenko, F. Š.,  Phys. Rev. Lett. 112 (2014) 142503

A novel effect in  decay related with the fact, that its
underlying mechanisms take place in the nuclear matter
environment:
+ Low energy 4-fermion L ≠ 0 Lagrangian
+ In-medium Majorana mass of neutrino
+ 0 constraints on the universal scalar couplings

Non-standard 
int. discussed

e.g., in the context
of osc. at Sun

Sun = 1.4 g/cm3

Earth = 5.5 g/cm3

nucleus=  2.3 1014 g/cm3



Low energy 4-fermion
L ≠ 0 Lagrangian

q 


2

eff 2 ( )( ),A A
A

gL qO q O
m

  
~

.Wm M 

vac ,   medium
   



q

gOA
gO’A

density →oscillation experiments
tritium -decay, cosmology

0-decay

Non-standard interactions might be easily detected in nucleus
rather than in vacuum



Classification of the vertices gOA and gO’A

ga
ij are real symmetric for a = 1,2,3,4  and imaginary antisymmetric

for a = 5,6. In the limit of R = , the currents a = 3,5 vanish.

In nuclei, mean fields are created by scalar and vector currents ).
Vector currents do not flip the spin of neutrinos 

and do not contribute to the  decay. 

Symmetric and antisymmetric scalar neutrino currents Ja
ij



Mean field approximation

The effect depends on the product           

Typical scale:

To compare with weak interaction:

Mean field: 

We expect:

and 
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Universal scalar interaction

where

In medium
effective

Majorana mass

In-medium Lagrangian
of Majorana 

In medium 
mass
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Radiative corrections

The Majorana  mass in vaccum and the 4-fermion operators should originate
from the same LNV physics at the energy scale above LNV.  However, mechanisms
generating these two effective Lagrangian terms may be very different. 

The direct contribution of the LNV operators to  mass (quark bubble
attached to neutrino line)

Thus there must be another mechanism of neutrino mass
generation compatible with the neutrino oscillation data. 

For LNV=2.4 TeV, md= 5 MeV and gq=1 we find m=10-6 eV 



Regions of admissible values of g1 and m0 (m 0.2 eV) 

Using experimental data on 
the 0 decay in combination
with -decay and cosmological 
data we evaluated the 
characteristic scales of
4-fermion neutrino-quark
operators, which is LNV > 2.4 TeV.

Pion decay: BR()  2.7 10-7
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Area  g1  [eV]
_____________ 
1 -1
2 -0.1
3 0
4 0.1
5 1

The normal neutrino mass spectrum (NS) 

|m|=0.2 eV
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Area  g1  [eV]
_____________ 
1 -1
2 -0.1
3 0
4 0.1
5 1

The inverted neutrino mass spectrum (IS) 

|m|=0.2 eV
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What is today exotic
tomorrow is standard!!
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Phase-space factor
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Dirac equations:

Electron w.f. at r=R

s1/2 electron wave state Finite nuclear size

WF1: approx. sol. inside nucl. (M. Rose approach)
WF2: numerical solution of Dirac eq.
WF3: numerical solution of Dirac eq. with

consideration of electron screening
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Nucleus is considered to be spherical 
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Nuclear Matrix Elements
(NMEs)
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In double beta decay two neutrons bound in the ground state of an initial
even-even nucleus are simultaneously transformed into two protons that

are bound in the ground state or excited (0+, 2+) states of the final nucleus

It is necessary to evaluate, with a sufficient accuracy, 
wave functions of both nuclei, and evaluate the matrix element of the

-decay operator connecting them 

This can not be done exactly, some approximation and/or truncation
is always needed. Moreover, there is no other analogues observable

that can be used to judge directly the quality of the result.

The -decay Nuclear Matrix Elements
Systematic and statistical errors
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LSSM (small m.s., negative parity states)
PHFB (GT force neglected)
IBM (Hamiltonian truncated)
(R)QRPA (g.s. correlations not accurate enough) 

g
A =1.25(7), C

C
m

or U
C

O
M

 s.r.c., r
0 =1.20 fm

Nobody is perfect:

The -decay NMEs (Status:2015)

Differences:
i) mean field;
ii) residual int.; 
iii) size of the m.s.
iv) many-body appr.

Systematic 
errors –

Calculations 
can be 

improved
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m=50 meV0-decay half-life
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Quenching of gA (systematic error)

gA=1.269  =>  geff
A=0.75 gA≈ 1

gA
4 = (1.269)4=2.6

Strength of GT trans. has to be quenched to reproduce experiment(geff
A )4

= 1.0

In QRPA geff
A and isoscalar force were fitted to reproduce

the 2-decay half-life,   decay rate and EC rate
=> geff

A is smaller than unity. 

(geff
A )4

= (0.8)4= 0.41

(geff
A )4

= (0.7)4= 0.24

Faessler, Fogli, Lisi, Rodin, Rotunno, F. Š, J. Phys. G 35, 075104 (2008).

gA
eff-ISM = 0.57-0.90

gA
eff-IBM = 0.35-0.71

gA
eff is highly dependent on the model calculations and

assumptions made

Barea, Kotila, Iachello, PRC 87, 014315 (2013)

Is gA
eff different for different (A,Z) and different spin-dependent transition

operators?
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Quenching of gA and two-body currents
Menendez, Gazit, Schwenk, PRL 107 (2011) 062501; MEDEX13 contribution

The  operator calculated within effective field theory. Corrections appear as
2-body current predicted by EFT. The 2-body current contributions are related
to the quenching of Gamow-Teller transitions found in nuclear structure calc.
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Quenching of gA , two-body currents and QRPA
(Suppression  of about  20%)
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<p> ≈ 230 MeV,  sqrt(<p2>) ≈ 250 MeV

Momentum distribution of NME normalized to unity
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The -decay with emission of 
electrons in p1/2 wave state

D. Štefánik, R. Dvornický, F.Š., Nuclear Theory 33 (2014)  115
and to be submitted

Exact relativ.
electron w.f.

Higher order terms
of nucleon current
with nucleon recoil
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0-decay rate
with p1/2 electrons

(2 additional NMEs
and 5 phase-space

factors)
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Calculated phase-space
factor for 0-decay

with emission of s1/2 and p1/2
electrons

(m mechanism)
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Effect of p1/2 wave is below 10%.
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Heavy/sterile ’s and  0-decay 

LHC (scale!?)
and L-R symmetric models

W. Rodejohan  

Discrete LR symmetry to parity (U=V)
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IBM: Barea, Kotila, Iachello, PRC (2013) 014315

SQRPA: Vergados, Ejiri, F. Š., RPP  75 (2012) 106301
ISM: Menendez, privite communications
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Multipole decomposition of NMEs normalized to unity
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Majorana neutrino mass eigenstate N
with arbitrary mass mN

General case 

Particular  cases 

Faessler, Gonzales, Kovalenko, F. Š., PRD 90 (2014) 096010] 
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Interpolating
formula
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Exclusion plot 
in |UeN|2 – mN plane

Improvements: i) QRPA (constrained Hamiltonian by 2half-life, 
self-consistent treatment of src, restoration of isospin symmetry …),

ii) More stringent limits on the 0half-life
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The 0-decay with right-handed currents
revisited

D. Štefánik, R. Dvornický, F.Š., P. Vogel, to be submitted
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Left-right symmetric models SO(10)

  10-3 ,  10-2 

M1=81 GeV, M2>2.9 TeV,   (M1/M2)2 < 10-3 LHC

W1
± = cos WL

± + sin WR
±

W2
± = -sin WL

± + cos WR
±

Two-charged 
vector bosons

Parameters

See-saw scenario

m1=mD
2/MR«mD     m2≈MR

1=L-mD/MR (R)c   R+mD/MR (L)c

Assumption MR » mD Eigenvalues and eigenvectors

large largesmall small

+

Currents
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Mechanismquark level nucleon level
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3x3 block matrices
U, S, T, V  are

generalization of PMNS matrix 6x6 neutrino mass matrix
Basis

Decomposition

Type seesaw I Approximation

LNV parameters
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The 0-decay rate with right-handed currents

Two additioanal 
phase-space factor G010 and G011
(For w.f. A G010=G03, G011=G04 )

The induced pseudoscalar term
included
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Different types of electron wave functions

w.f. A (Doi et al.), uniform charge distribution, only the lowest term in expansion r/R 

w.f. B, the analytical solution of the Dirac equation for a point-like nucleus 

w.f. C, the exact Dirac wave functions with finite nuclear size corrections, which are
taken into account in by a uniform charge distribution in a sphere of nucleus 

w.f. D , the same as w.f. C but the screening of atomic electrons included
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Radial components of electron wave functions at nuclear surface
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w.f. A (Doi et al.), uniform charge distribution, only the lowest term in expansion r/R 
w.f. B, the analytical solution of the Dirac equation for a point-like nucleus 

w.f. C, exact Dirac wave functions with finite nuclear size
w.f. C, exact Dirac wave functions with finite nuclear size and electron screening

Effect of Coulomb corrections more important as of finite nuclear size
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Phase-space factors for 150Nd
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i) Just exact w.f. (standard approach)

ii) D(r1) deduced from the QRPA calcul.

10% effect for 136Xe

Phase space factors for a given distribution of beta decays in a nucleus
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Phase-space factors for nuclei of experimental interest
in the case of left and right-handed current mechanisms

of the 0-decay  (light neutrino exchange)
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Constraints on LNV mechanisms from the
GERDA and EXO+KamLAND-Zen half-life limits 
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Current constraints on the effective neutrino mass and 
effective right-handed current parameters The basic scale 

of the LRSM 
is TeV scale
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Current constraints on the effective neutrino mass and 
effective right-handed current parameters
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The single differential 
decay rate normalized 
to the total decay rate 

as function of electron energy
for 3 limiting cases:

Results do not depend on isotope,
NME and type of w.f. 
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Angular correlation factor
as function of electron energy
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Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
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R-parity Breaking MSSM
(neutralino is not dark matter candidate)

R-parity breaking terms
In superpotential

Neutrino-Neutralino mixing matrix (see-saw structure)

Radiative corrections to neutrino mass

Gozdz, Kaminski, Šimkovic, PRD 70 (2004) 095005
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gluino/neutralino exchange R-parity breaking 
SUSY mechanism of the decay

quark-level diagrams

exchange of 
squarks,

neutralinos
and

gluinos

d+d → u + u + e- + e-

’111)2 mechanism
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Faessler, Kovalenko, Šimkovic
PRL 78 (1998) 183

Wodecki, Kaminski, Šimkovic,
PRD 60 (1999) 11507

Hadron-level diagrams

1968 Pontecorvo proposed π- → π++ 2e- , superweak int.
We identified with R-parity breaking SUSYmechanism
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Limit on R-parity breaking parameter ´111
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Squark mixing SUSY mechanism

Mixing between scalar superpartners  
of the left- and right-handed fermions

L R

A. Faessler,
Th. Gutsche,

S. Kovalenko, 
F.Š.,

PRD 77, 113012 (2008)

Hirsch,
Klapdor-Kleingrothaus, 

Kovalenko
PLB 372 (1996) 181
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Effective SUSY -e Lagrangian

Hirsch,Klapdor-Kleingrothaus, Kovalenko
PLB 372 (1996) 181

Paes, Hirsch, Klapdor-Kleingrothaus, 
PLB 459 (1999) 450

Neutrino 
vertex

R-parity violating SUSY vertex

LN-violating parameter
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Limits on R-breaking parameters

Pion modeA. Faessler, 
Th. Gutsche,
S. Kovalenko, 

F.Š.,
PRD 77, 113012 (2008)

n mode
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Co-existence of few mechanisms
of the 0-decay

It may happen that in year 201? (or 2???) the 0-decay
will be detected for 2-3 or more isotopes …

(If there will be enough money for enrichment of isotopes!?)
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There exist heavy Majorana neutral leptons Ni (singlet of SU(2)xU(1) group) 

Effective interaction for processes
with virtual Ni at electroweak scale 

After spontaneous violation of
the electroweak symmetry 

the left-handed Majorana mass term is generated

Probing the see-saw mechanism
Bilenky, Faessler, Potzel, F.Š, Eur. Phys. J. C 71 (2011) 1754
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Probing 
standard
see-saw
mech.

Inverted hierarchy

Heavy 
Mass at GUT

scale
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Co-existence of 2, 3  or more interferring  mechanisms of 0-decay

ξTe < 1.2
ξMo < 2.6

It is well-known that there exist many mechanisms that may contribute to the 0
Let consider 3 mechanisms: i) light -mass mechanism, ii) heavy -mass mechanism,
iii) R-parity breaking SUSY mechanism with gluino exchange and CP conservation

We introduce

Claim of evidence: Klapdor-Kleingrothaus, Krivosheina,
Mod. Phys. A 21, 1547 (2009) 

ξ=0, non-observation (T2→∞)
ξ=1, solution for single active mech. 

is reproduced
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2 active  mechanisms
of the -decay:
Light and heavy

-mass mechanism 

CP-conservation assumed

Non-observation
for 130Te● Single solution

for light -mass mech.

4 sets of two linear eq. 2 different solutions

Non-observation of
the 0-decay for some

isotopes might be 
in agreement with 

non- zero m

●

F.Š., J.D. Vergados, A. Faessler, PRD 82, 113015 (2010)
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Two non-interfering  mechanisms of  the 0-decay
(light LH and heavy RH neutrino exchange)

A. Faessler, A. Meroni, S.T. Petcov, F. Š., J.D. Vergados,
B. Phys. Rev. D 83, 113003 (2011); JHEP 1302, 025 (2013)

Half-life:

Set of equations:

Solutions:
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The positivity condition:

Very narrow ranges!

Two non-interfering  mechanisms of  the 0-decay
(light LH and heavy RH neutrino exchange)
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Two interfering  mechanisms of  the 0-decay
(Light neutrino and gluino exchange)

Given (i.e. having data on) 
T1, T2 + using the condition

on the interference term 
z = 2 cos α|ην||ηλ′|, 

Determines an interval of 
allowed values of T3.
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Neutrinoless Double-Electron Capture
(A,Z)→(A,Z-2)**

Additional                
modes of the ECEC-decay:

eb + eb+ (A,Z) → (A,Z-2) +    
+   2
e+e-
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J. Bernabeu, A. DeRujula, C. Jarlskog, 
Nucl. Phys. B 223, 15 (1983)

Neutrinoless double electron capture
(resonance transitions)

(A,Z)→(A,Z-2)*HH’

Atom mixing amplitude 


Decay rate

2ECEC-background
depends strongly 

on Q-value
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• New physical phenomenon, oscillations of atoms, was proposed. A connection
to process of resonant neutrinoless double electron capture (0νεε) estsblished.

• The process of the 0νεε has been revisited for those cases where the two
participating atoms are nearly degenerate in mass. New 0νεε transitions with
parity violation to ground and excited states of final atom/nucleus were found.
Selection rules for the 0νεε transitions were established. The explicit form of
corresponding NMEs was derived.

 Available data of atomic masses, as well as nuclear and atomic excitations were
used to select the most likely candidates for resonant 0νεε transitions. Assuming
an effective Majorana neutrino mass of 1 eV, some half-lives has been predicted
to be as low as 1022 years in the unitary limit. According to obtained estimates,
in the case of 152Gd the sensitivity can be comparable to the favored 0νββ
decays of nuclei.

 More accurate atomic mass measurements in the context of the 0νεε were
initialized, which have been partially accomplished using the modern
high-precision ion traps. In addition, new 0νεε experiments were initialized
(TGV, R. Bernabei group at Gran Sasso, Muenster-Bratislava)

Resonance enhancement of neutrinoless double electron capture
M.I. Krivoruchenko, F. Šimkovic, D. Frekers, and A. Faessler,

Nucl. Phys. A 859, 140-171 (2011)
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Oscillations of atoms

In analogy with oscillations of
n-anti{n} (baryon number violation)

Oscillation of atoms
(lepton number violation)

F.Š., M. Krivoruchenko, Phys.Part.Nucl.Lett. 6 (2009) 485.

Oscillations of stable atoms (=0)

Oscillations of unstable atoms (≠0)
Double electron capture 
(resonant enhancement)
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Different types of Oscillations (Effective Hamiltonian)
Oscillations of l-l’

(lepton flavor)

Oscillation of n-anti{n}
(baryon number)

Oscillation of Atoms (OoA)
(total lepton number)

Eigenvalues Full width of unstable atom/nucleus

Oscillation of K0-anti{K0}
(strangeness)

F.Š., M. Krivoruchenko, Phys.Part.Nucl.Lett. 6 (2009) 485.
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Light -exchange potential for the EEC

-decay Hamiltonian -mixing decay

Potential
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EEC potential - approximations

Non-relativistic impulse approximation for nucleon current

Closure approximation

Factorization of atomic and nuclear part

Similar form as for -decay
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Capture of s1/2 and p1/2 atomic electrons is prefered 

J=0+,0-,1+,1-
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Normalized ECEC half-lives
For  comparison  
-half-life

184
76Os→ 184

74W* (0.02

180
74W→ 184

72Hf  (0.13

106
48Cd→ 106

46Pd  (1.25 All masses/energies in keV

Half-lives in years

Tmin
1/2: Mi=Mf (full degeneracy) = 3 
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Widths of atomic excited states (2 holes)
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152Gd152Sm  (Eliseev, et al., F.Š, M. Krivoruchenko, PRL 106, 052504  (2011))
(F.Š., Krivoruchenko, Faessler, PPNP 66, 446 (2011)

Improved Q-value measurements
Klaus Blaum (MPI Heidelberg)

Remeasured Q-value:112Sn, 74Se, 136Ce, 96Ru, 152Gd, 162Er, 168Yb, 106Cd,
156Dy, 180W

need to be remeasured: 124Xe, 130Ba, 184Os, 190Pt
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m meV


half-lives
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0 experiments in Modane and Grand Sasso

10 g of 106Cd

T1/2
2 (106Cd) > 3.6 1020 y

T1/2
0 (106Cd) > 1.1 1020 y

TGV Coll., Rukhadze et al.,   NPA 852, 197 (2011)

New level
2737 keV 

(J
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Experiment 
in Bratislava!

Frekers, Puppe, Thies, Povinec, F.Š.,
Staníček, Sýkora, NPA 860, 1 (2011) .

Muenster and Bratislava
groups

T1/2 > 4.3 1019 years

74Se
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e- + e- + (A,Z)  (A,Z-2)**(A,Z)  (A,Z+2) + e- + e-

A comparison

• -decay background
can be a problem

• Uncertainty in NMEs 
factor ~2, 3

• 0+0+,2+ transitions
• Large Q-value
• 76Ge, 82Se, 100Mo, 130Te, 136Xe …
• Many exp.  in construction,

potential for observation in the
case of inverted hierarchy (2020)

• -decay strongly suppressed
• NMEs need to be calculated
• 0+0+ ,0 -, 1+, 1- transitions
• Small Q-value
• Q-value needs to be measured

at least with 100 eV accuracy
• 152Gd, looking for additional
• small experiments yet

Perturbation theory Breit-Wigner form

Resonance enhancement of neutrinoless double electron capture
M.I. Krivoruchenko, F. Š., D. Frekers, and A. Faessler,

Nucl. Phys. A 859, 140-171 (2011)
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Universe as a laboratory to study LN violation
Belyaev, Ricci, Simkovic, Truhlik, arXiv: 1212.3155, Truhlik, MEDEX13 presentation

Cooling of strongly magnetized iron White dwarfs

e- + 56Fe → 56Cr + e+

e- + e- + 56Fe → 56Cr
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(Partly)bosonic or fermionic neutrinos?

Fermions:
No two fermions can occupy
the same state, so in the ground 
state (T=0), fermions stack from
The lowest energy level to higher
Energy levels, leaving no holes. 

Bosons:
In the ground state (T=0) all bosons 
occupy lowest energy state.
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Definnition of 
mixed state 

with commutation
Relations

Amplitude for 2

Decay rate

Partly bosonic neutrino requires knowing NME or log ft values for HSD or 
SSD 

( calculations coming up soon )

Mixed statistics for neutrinos
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Looking for a signature of bosonic 

decay half-lives (0+→0+
g.s., 0+→0+

1, 0+→2+
1)

 HSD – NME needed
 SSD – log ftEC, log ft needed

Normalized differential characteristics
The single electron energy distribution
The distribution of the total energy of two electrons
Angular correlations of two electrons
(free of NME and log ft)
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Mixed  excluded for sin2< 0.6 (NEMO3 data)

100Mo → 100Ru (SSD)

Barabash, Dolgov, Dvornický, F. Š., Smirnov, NPB 783, 90 (2007)


